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Music News

Taylor Swift
Makes a Big
Score at the
2022 MTV
Europe
Music
Awards
MTV Europe Music Awards offered
a wonderful evening at the PSD
Bank Dome on November 13, 2022;
a platform in Duesseldorf,
Germany. What was even more
interesting and another proud
moment for the Swifties was that
Taylor Swift was the top trophy
winner at the event.

She won a total of four awards for
Best Artist, Best Pop, and both Best
Video and Best Longform Video.
She earned all the credits for “All
Too Well (10 Minute Version)
(Taylor’s Version),” which is
perhaps a milestone of her career.
During her acceptance speech for
the Best Artist, the singer said, “I
wanted to say to the fans, I had an
album come out recently called
Midnights, and I’m so blown away,
you have no idea how much it
means to me to even get to do this
as a career.”

She further added, “So I just
wanted to say personally from me
to you, the fact that you have done
what you’ve done, supporting that
album, being excited about that
album, and loving it and there’s not
a single moment I take that for
granted. I love you so much, 

I can’t believe I get to do this as a
job. It’s all because of you. Thank
you so, so much.”

Not only Taylor Swift but Nicky
Minaj is also one of the notable
winners who the award for Best
Hip Hop. She also won the award
for Best Song for “Super Freaky
Girl.” On the other hand, Harry
Styles won the award for Best
Live. Some notable mentions from
K-pop artists are Lisa for the Best
K-Pop, BTS for Biggest Fans,
Blackpink for Best Metaverse
Performance, and Seventeen for
Best New and Best Push.

Not to forget, the MTV EMA
Generation Change award was
dedicated to Anna Kutova, Anfisa
Yankovina, and Lina Deshvar; the
brave Ukrainians who fought for
the rights of those impacted by
the humanitarian crisis in the
country. 

MTV Entertainment Group has
joined forces with Choose Love to
honor the recipients; a
humanitarian nonprofit that
provides aid to, and advocacy for,
refugees around the world.

The star-studded event offered
performances from Gorillaz and
Thundercat, Muse, David Guetta,
Bebe Rexha, One Republic, and
Ukrainian Band Kalush Orchestra,
along with many other artists.

The who was hosted by Rita Ora and
Taika Waititi, offering the audience a
beautiful musical night.
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Music News

Megan Thee Stallion Has Filed
a Restraining Order against Her
Recording Label and Distributor

Renowned music icon Megan Thee
Stallion is suing her recording label
1501 Entertainment. According to her
allegation, they have been sabotaging
the rollout of her upcoming album,
‘Traumazine’. Prior to this in February
2020 she wrote in a deleted Instagram
post about not receiving the payment
from 1501 “In Her Life”.

For years she has been expressing her
interest to leave this independent
Houston label led by ex-baseball player
Carl Crawford. Along with several
payment issues now she has alleged
that her recording label, 1501
Entertainment, and distributor, 300
Entertainment, are trying to interfere
in her American Music Awards
nominations, which is not at all
acceptable.

This hottie singer claimed that 1501
has made 'threatening and retaliatory'
moves that blocked her from using her

 music in connection with the
AMA, and this is the prime reason
for filing this restraining order.
This Sunday she took the step
after facing a lot of issues with her
recording label.

This year she was nominated for
the most Favorite Female Hip-
Hop Artist. She shared her
nomination with other hip-hop
stars like Cardi B, GloRilla, Latto,
and Nicki Minaj. Though she
didn’t specify she has taken this
step for both her recording label
and music distributor. She also
stated that they have stopped her
music from being used in this
show.

The judge didn’t grant this
restraining order but he has
blocked both of them from
interfering with her music being
used on the show. Both of them,

the distributor and the recording
label have to obey this otherwise
more actions will be taken against
them in the future.

The court has scheduled a hearing
for the recording label to air their
side of the story next Tuesday.
After the AMA’sair on Sunday in
Los Angeles, the hearing will be
held.

The voting for the Favorite Female
Hip-Hop Artist category ends on
Monday evening. “Because there
was not enough time to give notice
to Defendants, hold a hearing, and
issue a restraining order before the
irreparable injury, loss, or damage
would occur.”

The order also stated that Megan
“will suffer irreparable harm if her
music cannot be used in
conjunction with her promotion for
the AMAs,” if the recording label
and distribution are not being
prevented.
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Artist Spotlight

Join the Musical
Journey of Dina
Lambarki As She
Released the
Official Music
Video of 'Hetal
Imeta'
Arabic music has a unique charm
that fascinates a lot of music lovers
in the world. In an attempt to make
this more mainstream the
auspicious talent Dina Lambarki is
showcasing her caliber and has
already huge popularity over the
internet. If you are looking for a
musical track that will give you the
vibes of self-confidence and at the
same time will make you come to
the dance floor, then her latest
track, ‘Hetal Imeta’ is the one for
you. She has recently released the
music video of the track which was
originally released back in 2021.

About:

The young talent was born on
August 21, 1997, in Morocco and
has loved music since her
childhood. This singer-songwriter
has found her passion in singing
and songwriting since she was a
mere child. Seeing her talent and
interest in music, her father began
tutoring from a young age, who was
himself a Moroccan folkloric singer.
As Dina was growing up she started
gaining popularity first in the
Moroccan music industry and later
in the world music industry. Now,
her producing back-to-back hits on
digital streaming platforms is
making her extend her reach.

Music Career:
Although music has always been 

her passion, Dina Lambarki
officially started as a part of a
group named 'Somadina'. Being
born in an artistic family with a
singer and music teacher as a
father, Dina soon rose to fame due
to coming from such a respectable
family. In 2019, she started her
solo music career. Her first viral
hit song was 'Ronaldo' which
became a smash hit instantly in
Arabic countries, especially
Morocco gaining over 39 million
views on YouTube and thousands
of streams on Spotify. Then she
went on to release more hits like
'Ibiza', 'Cinema', and 'Hola' with
her ex-group members. After
starting her solo career, she
released 'Solitude ' with over 2
million views on YouTube. The
recent smash hit of Dina was
'Hetal-Imeta' which was released

 in 2021.
 
Latest Release:
After releasing the track in 2021, she
released the official music video
recently which started to gain
popularity instantly. The stunning
visuals were shot in Uae Dubai
where the singer is looking alluring
in her colorful pieces of clothing.
The song is quickly becoming the
anthem of self-confidence and
power. The artist has also shown
emotions and at the same time kept
a confident attitude that goes
extremely well with the theme of the
track. You can watch it on youtube
along with her other tracks like,
'Henina Salina', 'El Ghadhi', 'Solitude
', etc. For more details, follow her on
Instagram, Facebook, and Spotify.
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Artist Spotlight

CJ Stain Pays a Tribute to All
the Women in the World With

His Latest Song 'True Love
(Radio Edit)'

In this era when music has mostly
become Tik-Tok or Reels-centric,
artists have at times compromised
quality for views. Bringing in a
revolution in this trend is the Canadian
music artist CJ Stain. In his attempt to
turn over a fresh page in the
predetermined trends that have
infected the music industry for the
longest time, Stain has already brought
forth splendid musical creations. An
advocate of women and of the LGBTQ+
community, Stain’s music is aimed at
changing the unfair way the music
industry has portrayed them, and
taking him one step further in this
direction is his latest track ‘True Love
(Radio Edit)’.

About:

The talented Canadian singer was truly
disappointed and outraged at the way

music videos have represented
women, exploiting stereotypes
and setting but unrealistic and
somewhat disrespectful bars for
women, be it the lyrics or the
images. It was then that he aimed
at creating music that would do
away with this off-putting way of
female representation and using
his music to challenge and expand
the society’s set paradigms of
gender structures. His goal is to
target through his music the
social stigma and gender
inequality that women have been
victims of.

Music Career:

This EDM singer/activist
specializes in remaking songs and
injecting them with a much
needed positive outlook. 

He came into prominence with his
remake of Sage the Gemini’s
popular song “Good Thing” that
featured Nick Jonas.

The classic hip-hop swing had
gained the attention of audiences
worldwide. He then went on to
produce exceptional tracks like ‘Set
Me Free’ that showed the artist’s
sublime creative expertise and set
the bars high for the next releases
to come. The songs that he creates
are aimed at empowering women
from all walks of life.

Stain’s music has a poetic
ingenuity that exhibits his use of
all three forms of odes: Pindaric,
Horatian and even Irregular. The
lyrics have an alliterative quality
that provides his music with a
rhythm that is catchy and becomes
a pleasant brainworm.
 
Latest Release:

CJ Stain’s latest release ‘True Love
(Radio Edit)’ that hit the internet in
the August of 2022, has smashed
the airwaves globally and has been
extremely well-received.

The song, with its catchy lyrics,
hypnotizing vocals and groovy
dance music, is rife with all the
qualities that makes a song an
international hit. It captures the
essence of Stain’s music - “doing
something special” for the ladies.

It is a song about true love and
acceptance that leads to self-
confidence. With fresh new tracks
like these, keep your eyes open for
the next big thing in the music
industry.
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Artist Spotlight

Listen To ‘Can you Hear me? (Can you Understand?)’ by the
Artist Mr DubbleU

Experience the enigmatic pieces of
music with the proficient artist
Frankie Pearl who is widely known
as Mr DubbleU. This artist has
reached out to a lot of listeners
from all around the world.

His latest soundtrack ‘Can you Hear
me? (Can you Understand?)’ has
accumulated a lot of music
enthusiasts.

About:

Mr DubbleU has showcased his
talent by giving various kinds of
soundscapes. The thematic and
rhythmic flow of his track has
garnered many ears from all around
the world. His caliber of perfectly
balancing the song with upbeat
music and well-versed lyric is really
appreciated.

He is an independent artist who
likes to make music on his own. He
single-handedly creates, records,
and produces the tracks. This trait
of him is very much inspiring for
other listeners too. 

The diverse array of presentations has
helped him to gather a large number of
listeners. The subtle flow of the songs
has helped him to get established in the
industry.

Musical contribution:

This artist is a renowned musician who
has given a lot of soundtracks in his
career. He also is a part of the Euro
Dance Group KDubble. This artist
experiments with many things while
making music.

He is well-versed in Gospel, Rhythm and
Blues, Blues, and soft Rock music. All
these add different flavors to his
creation. Some of his brilliant works are
‘Rhythm (In your heart and Soul)’,
‘American Dream’, ‘Hot Spot (The Pure
Energy Mix)’, and ‘Better than a Dream
Max Mix’. Each song is different from
the other and that is what has kept
everyone hooked to them.

He has churned out the true essence of
the genre with soundtracks.

Latest release:

Mr DubbleU is accumulating a lot
of ears from all around the world
with his latest soundtrack. ‘Can you
Hear me? (Can you Understand?)’
The new song has attracted all the
listeners. The hooky and groovy
music have made them even more
charming. He makes songs on
topics that are very much different
from other musicians.

He generally talks about things that
no one has ever been concerned
about. This initiative of him has the
potential to make changes among
all. Along with all this, his flawless
presentation has assisted him to
captivate global audiences in a
short time span. All his songs are
available on YouTube and Spotify.

So visit his profile on these
platforms to get all the updates on
his upcoming projects.
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Artist Spotlight

Gigi P. Rivera
Collaborates
with Chozenn
to Embrace
This Festive
Season with
'Christmas Is
Here'
Offering the best Christmas song
for audiences around the world,
Gigi P. Rivera is ready to embrace
this festive season with more love,
and happiness, and her
single ‘Christmas is here’. The artist
has collaborated with Chozenn on
the track and their united musical
effort reflects in it. Gigi has made a
significant amount of progress
within a short span of time and
now she is at the top of the music
industry.

Gigi Rivera was born on the island
of Jamaica and later on moved to
the United States when she was
only 9 years old. She started her
musical journey in the church and
choir sessions. She soon became
the lead soloist and nurtured
herself to become a well-seasoned
gospel music artist. She also
directed the youth choir for 4 long
years. With her love and faith in
God and passion for music, the
artist started to write her own
songs and embarked on her musical
journey as a professional music
artist. She started at the BCA
recording studio where she
recorded her debut single ‘HE IS
HERE’.

As mentioned before, ‘HE IS HERE’

is her first song released in
November 2019 and gained much
attention. She has written another
song titled ‘FREE’ which was
released soon in May. Working
with BCA, she has dropped many
other singles like ‘BIG UPMI GOD’,
‘BUT GOD’, etc many other tracks
that helped her pave her way in
the music industry. She has
collaborated with LeeRoy Britt
and Chozenn to add a layer of
creativity to these tracks. A
special mention goes to another
single named ‘I Love You’, where
she collaborated with George
Rivera. The redefined flavor of
gospel music along with her
magical voice can captivate global
listeners and her musical
creations prove that again. "With
her hard work and dedication, Gigi
has also established brand new
record label titled, Gigi P Rivera

 Music LLC." ‘Christmas is here’ is
one of the most engaging and
enjoyable tracks from her musical
collection that offers an invigorating
festive vibe through its enticing
representation. Featured by
Chozenn, this song is deftly
produced and is capable of
enveloping the global audience.

The song embraces the happiness of
the Christmas season while
establishing a deeper connection
with God. The track has been also
released with an official music video
where the singer could be seen not
just singing, but performing with an
unwavering personality.

Follow Gigi P. Rivera on YouTube,
Apple Music, and her official website
to know more. She is also available
on Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter.
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Artist Spotlight

Chris Maragoth Dropped a
Cathartic Melody, 'Fading
Memories' on the 18th of

November
Music mostly acts like a bridge between two different spheres of
mortal human being and their immortal soul. This excellent artist
Chris Maragoth is making a huge impact on his audience through
his musical releases. The highly driven artist has been making
music for a while now and his latest song has won many hearts
from around the world. The charm of his lyrics has made sure
people vouch for this number. Being a modern rock artist his
songs are extremely well made and in every way possible. A bright
future waits for him and his fans are looking for more releases like
this one, in the upcoming days of his career.

About

Hailing from Magdeburg, Germany, Maragoth started his solo
career in the early days of February 2017. And being a widely
profound artist there was no second option for him. Making music
and creating serene melodies was one of his greater potentials
which you can witness in his recent release ‘Fading Memories'.
Initially, he started as a guitarist, but along the long way, he
discovered his passion for writing songs and arranging the other
instrumental parts as well. And along with time, he started to
vocalize his seamlessly made melodic rock tracks.

Music Career

After starting his career in February 2017, soon he released his
first song on YouTube, ‘The Final Conquest’. 

This was the first song that he has dropped on
an online platform.

The song got a good foothold and he started to
make more tracks soaked in his brilliant musical
formations. Being from the genre of modern
rock also known as melodic rock, his songs
delivered some healing touch along with the
gravity of his numbers. Some of Chris
Maragoth’s exquisite releases are ‘Tales of Loss
and Tragedy’, ‘Lost and Separated’, ‘Tales of My
Demise’, ‘It’s Christmas’, ‘Tales of a Girl',
‘Without You’, ‘Burning June’, ‘Behind the
Door’, ‘Shattered’, and ‘The Veil’.
 
Latest Release

This song is a brilliantly impressive number,
sharing a heartfelt core story of the protagonist
who keeps on fighting to keep his memories of
his lover. The eternal sunshine moments will
also bring some spark to your eyes.

This song ‘Fading Memories’ dropped on the
18th of November 2022. And since then the
song has been well-appreciated by his audience,
and the world is full of music lovers. The
enchanting lyricism of this number will touch
your heart, and along with the melody, the
entire experience of this number is magical. For
more follow him on YouTube, Bandcamp,
Spotify, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and his
official website.
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Artist Spotlight

Watch Out For Malaya Means
Freedom’s Lyrical Symphony
‘Tip Toe’ As It Emits the True

Essence Of Rap

Brace yourselves for one of the best rap
phenomena of recent times as Rhec
Gloria, better known as, Malaya Means
Freedom drops his new song ‘Tip Toe’.
The song showcases the strength of
lyricism and witty wordplay that stands
tall and unwavering as the singer
delivers his striking new hit.

The song aptly reinforces the powerful
bars and offers the unrelenting lyrical
outpour through the three-minute and
twenty-seven seconds journey.
Simultaneously, the song also

 highlights a deftly mixed,
soothing, and yet confident
musical concoction.

Born in the Philippines, Rhec
Gloria a.k.a Malaya Means
Freedom was brought up with his
siblings single-handedly by his
mother after the death of his
father. She was his greatest
inspiration growing up his Aunt
Marlin and Uncle Ramon, and
others were there for them every
step of the way.

They taught him and his siblings to
work hard and become the best
versions of themselves. His wife,
son, family, and his other bandmate
Saint Thugs are the greatest
motivation of his life.

Rhec draws inspiration from the
Hip Hop group Migos, but he never
copies them and infuses in his
music a uniqueness of his own.
Songs like ‘Let Me Pop My’ and
‘Traumatized’ are extremely well-
received and loved by audiences,
with the former gaining 47K views
in just 4 months of being released
and the latter gaining over 103K
views.

In Rhec’s music, his story-telling
quality becomes intertwined with
his untainted passion. The groovy
and quirky beats along with the
perfect amalgamation of classic
and contemporary styles hold the
attention of the listeners.

Rhec draws inspiration from the
Hip Hop group Migos, but he never
copies them and infuses in his
music a uniqueness of his own.

Songs like ‘Let Me Pop My’ and
‘Traumatized’ are extremely well-
received and loved by audiences,
with the former gaining 47K views
in just 4 months of being released
and the latter gaining over 103K
views.

In Rhec’s music, his story-telling
quality becomes intertwined with
his untainted passion. The groovy
and quirky beats along with the
perfect amalgamation of classic
and contemporary styles hold the
attention of the listeners.
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Artist Spotlight

Emerging Star J.Á.H. Is Getting
a Lot of attention for His Debut

Original Single ‘In Denial’

Being exceptionally charming with his
vocals, J.Á.H.’s precious word coinage
in his track ‘In Denial’ is making the
world fall in awe with his gracious
music style.

Nothing can overshadow an excellently
well-written and well-performed
number. Up and rising artist J.Á.H. is
proving his musical worth with his
brilliantly crafted song ‘In Denial’.
From the seamless vibes of the song to
the brilliant writing styles of the
verses, this song is a masterpiece that
the world is going to remember. The
melody of his vocals along with the

husked charm of his voice will
surely give you some goosebumps
on your skin. His profound
narrations and his gripping styles
are impeccably melting the hearts
of many ladies and gents from
around the world.

The prolific star was born in
London and raised in Los Angeles
and Melbourne. After seeing some
diverse cultures he has developed
a keen ear for various genres and
music. And with this gift he
started to experiment with various
instruments starting from guitar,

drums, trumpet, to piano his skill
set has tried various musical
instruments in his growing up days.
His passion for singing was the first
ignition that has driven him to
pursue music as a career. And his
charming voice and gripping ways
of performing a song have sealed
the deal for J.Á.H. and his
extremely bright future in singing.

He first started to sing at an age of
11, at that age he mostly was
singing to his mother. And she was
the first one who has seen the
potential that he too can become
one of the leading music artists in
the United States. Being extremely
driven by his passion for music
J.Á.H. embarked upon this journey
with a cover song, ‘Earned It’s by
The Weeknd. This song is available
on all music streaming platforms.
His voice will feel like a musical
explosion. After that, he released
his first completely thorough track
just a couple of months ago, a
brilliant formation of this number
along with his grooving R&B styles.

To a lot of people, music is
something that doesn’t need any
language to convey the subject. Yet
this song with charming lyrics is
always a bliss to witness. His first
solo original ‘In Denial’ is making
the world go round on its toes. The
captivating tunes to his excellent
lyricism are a treat for the ears at
any point in time. The first thing
that his songs will convey is
unfathomable profoundness. The
highly charmed diction is making
the world groove to his excellently
relatable musical scene. Follow his
music on Spotify, YouTube,
SoundCloud, Apple Music, and
Band Camp. He is available on
Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter
also.
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Music News

Cardi B
Stole the
Show After
She
Performed
Alongside
Rapper
GloRilla At
2022
AMAs, of
'Tomorrow
2'
During the performance of GloRilla,
Cardi B joined her to perform her
portion of ‘Tomorrow 2’. And her
appearance at the AMAs was
extremely charming to witness. The
song was a hit already and
everyone in the audience was
waiting for this 30-year-old rapper
to join. And when she did the entire
theater felt that instant boost of
energy.

The events took place in the
Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles
on Sunday. This was her first
performance after Takeoff died. He
was a part of the Migos along with
Cardi B’s husband Offset, and
Quavo.

The 23-year-old rapper GloRilla
was performing on stage in her
yellow bralette and matching pair
of high-waisted pants and long
gloves. The first of the song she
performed alongside a dancer. The
dancers were wearing the white
version of that same outfit. Cardi
B appeared in a purple sports car
with open doors. She was also
wearing a similar costume in the
color baby blue and started with
her portion of that number.

They performed their
choreography along with the
dancers. While GloRilla was
completely cheerful during the
entire performance, Cardi B has an
appealing smile on her face
throughout the performance.
Notably, each time she hit the
mark she was sticking her tongue
out.

This has been the week for Cardi B
making surprise pop-ups. Prior to
this, she popped up at Lizzo's
Special Tour stop at the Kia Forum
in Inglewood, California on Friday.
Lizzo has been her friend and they
both performed ‘Rumors’. 

In that show, Elliott appeared as
well.

After that, she twitted, "Lizzo show
was amazing !It was very pretty, very
positive and I saw Missy Elliott."
Lizzo wrote on Twitter, "I am a Fan
of Cardi B!" she continued, "I been
following her since before
love&hiphop… But as much as I fan
over her as an artist, who she is as a
PERSON is UNMATCHED.
@iamcardib thank U for always
coming thru for me, for standing up
for us when you don't have to. U the
peoples champ! I LOVE U."

While she has started with small
appearances, her fans are waiting for
her solo endeavors and magical
rapping nights.
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Ticket Price Of Arijit Singh’s Concert Reaches Its Highest Peak!!
Leaves Netizens In Shock

Ever since the heartthrob of the
Indian music industry, Arijit Singh
announced that he is doing a
concert in Kolkata the next year,
people cannot keep calm. On 2023’s
February 18th a concert will be
happening in Kolkata's New Town
of which the ticket prices are now
revealed. 'One Night Only', a live
musical concert with Arijit Singh
will take place at New Town's Eco
Park and fans could not be more
thrilled. However, sky-high ticket
prices are becoming a thing of real
concern. 
 The prices of the tickets are
already revealed which is leaving
the netizens in shock and they are
taking to social media to lament.
The ticket prices for the concert is
starting from Rs. 2,500 onwards. It
will be held in Major Arterial Road
which is in the South-East of Biswa

 Bangla Sarani, AA II, Newtown. 
 The ticket prices are categorized
according to the arena and placement of
the ground section. The lowest is Rs.
2,500 for bronze tickets. The next step
up is for the silver tickets which are
going to be for Rs. 4,000. For the gold
zone, the ticket price is Rs. 8,000 which
levels up with the platinum zone where
the tickets are starting from Rs. 10, 500.
Now the price for the diamond lounge
has been revealed which is Rs. 75,000.
The bronze section of the venue will be
the farthest from where Arijit Singh will
be performing. On the other hand, the
diamond lounge will be the closest, just
right beside the singer will be standing
on stage. 
The singer will be on a 10-city musical
tour across the country with a stop in
the City of Joy. The tour will include
cities like Jaipur, Gurgaon, Chandigarh,
Pune, Mumbai, Hyderabad, etc. 

However, the netizens and fans of
the versatile singer are surprised
now that the tickets are being sold
online. The maximum price was
first at 50,000 which rose to 75,000
and critics are thinking this is
because of the huge demand. 

This is surely exciting for the fans
of the singer but the sky-high price
made them approach the singer on
social media.

Several fans took to Twitter to urge
the singer to reduce the prices as
the middle class or students who
are big fans of Arijit Singh will not
be able to afford it. But these ticket
prices tend to rise even higher due
to the venues filling out and
extreme demand.
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CANADIAN ROCK BAND NICKELBACK
RETURNS WITH THEIR NEWEST ALBUM “GET

ROLLIN”, SET TO BE RELEASED ON 18TH
NOVEMBER, 2022.

Nickelback's success includes worldwide sales of more than 50
million units, solidifying its status as one of the top-selling acts of
all time.

The four-piece band Nickelback is all set to release their newest
album ‘Get Rollin’ on Nov 18, 2022, after five years. It is the band’s
tenth studio album, and the two songs released from the album
‘Those Days’ and ‘San Quentin' have already caused a massive stir
among audiences.

According to reports, “San Quentin”, which was released in
September, came as a surprise and fans have regarded this song as
being something that they have never heard before from the band.

The band’s Guitarist Ryan Peake, is pleased that the fans have
found a newness in their music, while guitarist/vocalist Chad
Kroeger shared how the song was inspired when he met the
warden of San Quentin prison. The song showcases the heavy,
rock side of the band with its heavy riffs and fierce vocals.
According to a release, the band has stated that they had missed

their fans and were truly excited to bring to
them new songs.

The video was reportedly shot in the Simon
Fraser University Convocation Mall in British
Columbia on August 30, and tells the story of a
prison-break from this notorious high-security
prison in California.

Now the band has also released the official
video for their second song ‘Those Days’ from
the album and fans have given it a really
positive verdict. Some of the comments
included those like:
“It's nice to see these guys back with new tracks.
They got hated for no reason and still stayed
true to themself, not many musicians can say
that. And this song? Pure nostalgia and I love
it.” "Nickelback is the only band that can release
a pop song about heavy metal upbringing and
still be authentic. Great song guys!”

The summer of 2023 will see The Nickelback
embarking on a U. S. tour supporting their
newest album. The upcoming album includes 10
new songs, along with the acoustic versions and
deluxe editions of four of the tracks.
Nickelback through the years has undergone its
fair share of controversy, having polarizing
effects on rock fans. But with its history of No.1
hits, managing to place itself in numerous rock
and pop radio charts Nickelback has certainly
made a name for itself. Since its formation, this
band has reportedly ratified itself as one of the
commercially successful bands of the past three
decades. They also have to their credit a
worldwide sales record of 50 million units that
vouches for their popularity among fans of rock
music.
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Phoebe
Bridgers
Has Won
the $3.8
Million
Defamation
Lawsuit
Phoebe Bridgers has been finally
freed from the $3.8 million
defamation lawsuit. It has been
filed by the producer Chris Nelson.
He accused Bridgers by saying that
she is using her platforms and
making false defamatory
statements. This lawsuit decision
has been dismissed by the Los
Angeles Superior Court’s judge
Curtis A. Kin.

At the very beginning, Phoebe
Bridgers filed a dismissal request
regarding California’s anti-SLAPP
laws. This law can be only used
when a person does something or
talks about things publicly that
they don’t have the right to.
Bridgers has said that she was
under the First Amendment when
she charged Chris. He is the owner
of Sound Space studios who did an
unacceptable act of Bridgers’ social
media post in October 2020.

Through media, it has been known
from Bridgers that ‘We feel
vindicated that the court
recognized this lawsuit as frivolous
and without merit. It was not
grounded in law, or facts, but was
filed with the sole intention of

causing harm to our client’s
reputation and career’. She has
also added by saying ‘This victory
is important not just for our client
but for all those she was seeking
to protect by using her platform’.

In that Instagram post, Bridgers
didn’t have said anything to get
this much offended. She has just
made a statement to support
Nelson’s ex Emily Bannon. She
said ‘I witnessed and can
personally verify much of the
abuse (grooming, stealing,
violence) perpetuated by Chris
Nelson’. But all this made Nelson
sue the singer. And he gave the
reason that she was ‘maliciously
and intentionally’ trying to
destroy his reputation among
everyone.

Nelson has also said that Bridgers
and Bannon had their relationship
and they are also being around
each other since 2018. They also
have physical encounters from
that same time, which is a
consensual act between the two. It
is not the first time when Nelson
has sued a person for defamation.

In 2020 he sued his own girlfriend
Bannon. He also did the same that
month with the Saturday Night Live
actress and musician Noël Wells for
making a defamatory and misleading
statement.

He sued him because Noël advised
the Big Thief, an indie rock band not
to work with him. but the whole case
has been resumed for now.
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Good News
For Tesla
Lovers: The
Company
Teases
Apple
Music
Support In
The New
Exhibit
In a new post shared by Aaron
Cash, the founder of
ABetterTheater.com shared a
picture on Twitter that created a
buzz in the EV industry and among
Tesla fans. The post featured a
photo of the new exhibit at the
famous Petersen Automotive
Museum. This is situated in Los
Angeles and opened on November
20, 2022. This photo was a
confirmation that Apple Music was
included in one of its vehicles of
Tesla.

The exhibit was about Tesla's
newest Model S and its setup which
was completed with a steering
wheel, infotainment system, and a
center console. Attendees could
experience the yoke steering wheel
along with its fast processing for
games, entertainment, and maps.
The Model S vehicle was also

running a developer version of
Tesla's OS that has version
number 2022.40.50. Needless to
say, this is where the feature of
Apple Music was found.

Most of the automakers are busy
with phone mirroring where they
are using Android Auto and Apple
CarPlay to handle the media
playback inside the cars. Tesla, on
the other hand, is insisting on
integrating music and other
applications directly into its user
interface. This is yet again another
exceptional example of the
company's innovation which is
leaving the users and fans overall
excited.

This is not the first time the
company has created anticipation
in the market by adding surprise
features. For a long, Tesla has
been leaving Easter eggs and
other hints about the upcoming
features in their software. Fans
and users are thinking displaying
this run developer with Apple
Music was intentional. The
upcoming Apple Music
installation feature was first

 revealed when it was spotted during
a zoom conference. The conference
was held for showcasing the video
conference running in Teslas. Now
this time, the vehicle's VIN is set to
be 'P3TERS3N1P000BUCK' according
to the software menu in the vehicle.

Integrating the music software
directly into the user interface
instead of running an Apple Music
app has both its positive and
negative sides for Tesla.

The positive side will bring the users
a consistent UI, similar to Tesla's
other tempting music offerings. This
is reported to support Tesla's voice
command as well. On the negative
side, integrating directly into the
user interface will mean not all
Apple Music features will be
available for the users.

It is also not clear that Tesla will
implement lossless audio or Spatial
Audio while implementing Apple
Music.
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Phone Heist at DJ Snake Concert Leaves Everyone Rattled
More than 40 premium
smartphones were purloined from
revelers during the popular French
music artist DJ Snake’s
performance at the Sunburn Arena
concert in Bandra-Kurla-Complex.
The police became alert when they
received several complaints
regarding phone theft during the
concert that was being held on
Saturday night at MMRDA (Mumbai
Metropolitan Region Development
Authority) which led them to probe
deeper into the matter.

The police accused the culprits of
taking advantage of the jam-packed
venue that saw a massive inflow of
crowd as the popular event took
place once again after the lifting of
pandemic restrictions.

According to reports, the event
barred the entry of handbags,
backpacks, and other baggage, and

people were only allowed to enter after
the verification of their Identity cards. It
has also been reported that as many as
six people have been taken into custody
and 15 phones have been recovered
since.

The police are now looking into the
CCTV footage of the venue for
identifying and apprehending the
suspects. They have reportedly
registered fourteen FIRs under section
379 of the IPC (Indian Penal Code). The
police reported that as soon as the
people realized that their phones were
missing, they raised the alarm and many
even went to the police station.  People
also took to Twitter, complaining about
the thefts.

Dikshit Gedam, The deputy
commissioner of police of zone 8, has
assured that their investigation is on
and they are looking further into the
matter with all the technical help

available.

A similar incident was reported the
previous month when a suspect
was arrested by the Netherlands
police when he was caught with
dozens of phones that were
believed to have been stolen from
the Amsterdam Music Festival held
at the Johan Cruijff Arena on 22
October.
The concert in Mumbai was a part
of the ‘Taki Taki’ creator’s India
tour. He has also performed in
cities like Delhi NCR, Ahmedabad,
Bengaluru, Pune, and Hyderabad.
Originally named William Sami
Étienne Grigahcine, the artist is
also scheduled to perform at the
Soundstorm Festival to be held in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia on 1
December, which would be followed
by shows in Thailand and
Indonesia.
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Iconic Songs That
Became Integral
Parts Of FIFA World
Cup Through the
Years.
Though inaugurated in 1930, it
wasn’t until 1962 that the
Fédération Internationale de
Football Association, or FIFA,
began to take up songs that would
go on to become the official
anthems of those particular years
for the World Cup, which takes
place every four years. In 1962, a
Chile-based band Los Ramblers
performed a song titled ‘El Rock del
Mundial’ but it failed to inspire a
global appeal. It was only with time
that songs began to shift from
trying to have a local appeal to
going global.

Some of the soundtracks went on
to be more popular than the others,
giving a major turn to the careers
of their artists, as evident with
Ricky Martin’s song ‘Cup of Life’
((La Copa de la Vida) that he
performed for the 1998 World Cup,
France. Another FIFA World Cup
Song that went on to become one
of the greatest hits of all time was

Shakira’s 2010 anthem ‘Waka Waka’
which received more than 3 billion
views on YouTube.

Below are some of the most iconic
songs that have been accepted as
the official anthems for the FIFA
World Cup through the years:

1978, Argentina

Things took a turn for the best with
the lyric-less musical piece ‘El
Mundial’ was composed by the
famous Italian musician Ennio
Morricone, in collaboration with
Buenos Aires Philharmonic for the

1978 World Cup hosted by
Argentina.

1982, Spain

Spain, in 1982 followed in the
footsteps of Argentina, when
Plácido Domingo came up with
the groovy hit Mundial ’82, paying
a tribute to the Spanish culture.

1994, USA

Moving straight to the 1994 World
Cup held in the USA, it was time
for the soulful track, elevated by

a saxophone, ‘Gloryland’ by Daryl
Hall in collaboration with Sounds
of Blackness. The official song of
the World Cup that year was an
outright exhibition of the
nationalist pride of the USA, the
host country.

1998, France

For the 1998 World Cup held in
France, FIFA released an official
anthem titled ‘La Cour des
Grands’ (‘Do You Mind If I Play’)
by Youssou N’Dour and Axelle Red
but it was soon lost in the sands of
time. FIFA also released an official

song, which went on to be one of the
greatest hits of all time: Ricky
Martin’s ‘La Copa de la Vida’ (The
Cup of Life’). The song that the
Puerto Rican artist wrote and
produced with Desmond Child and
Draco Rosa was said to be created
during the peak of “Latin explosion”
and went on to win a Grammy for
the ‘Best Latin Pop Song’ and was
performed in both English and
Spanish.

2010, South Africa

The 2010 World Cup held in South
Africa was blessed with three official
soundtracks:“Waka Waka (This Time
For Africa)” recorded in both
Spanish and English by the
Colombian singer Shakira and
featuring Freshlyground as the
official song, the official mascot song
‘Game On’ performed by Pitbull,
TKZee and Dario G, and the official
anthem ‘Sign of a Victory’ by R. Kelly
and featuring the Soweto Spiritual
Singers. Another song that won
hearts was the song "Wavin' Flag" by
Somali-Canadian artist K'naan,
which was chosen as Coca-Cola's
promotional anthem for the World
Cup that year.
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2014, Brazil

The samba-inspired trilingual (Spanish, Portuguese, and English) official song for the 2014 World Cup held in Brazil
‘Ole Ola (We Are One)’ starring the Brazilian singer Claudia Leitte, Jennifer Lopez, and Pitbull became a global rage.
The official anthem ‘Dar um Jeito’ (‘We Will Find a Way’) by Carlos Santana in collaboration with Wyclef, Avicii, and
Alexandre Pires, and the official mascot song “Tatu Bom de Bola,” sung by Arlindo Cruz in Portuguese also became
quite popular.

 2018, Russia

FIFA released only one official song ‘Live It Up’ by Nicky Jam that featured Will Smith and Era Istrefi for the 2018
World Cup that was performed during the closing ceremony of the tournament. The song was recorded in two
languages: Spanish and English.

2022, Qatar

A product of the collaborative efforts of three creative musical geniuses Trinidad Cardona, Davido, and Aisha, ‘Hayya
Hayya (Better Together’) has been declared the official song for the Qatar World Cup 2022. During the launch of the
song, Kay Madati, the FIFA Chief Commercial Officer explained that the coming together of the voices from three
different parts of the world - Africa, America, and the Middle East- the song is the symbol of the unification that can
be brought about by music and football. It draws inspiration from R&B and reggae music and captures the essence of
the joy and excitement that the World Cup this year is about to bring.

Multiple World Cup songs have been released by FIFA this year including ‘Ahrbo’ performed by Ozuna and Gims’ and
the all-female collaborative track by Balqees, Nora Fatehi, Rahma Riad, and Manal ‘Light the Sky’.

The track “Dreamers” released by FIFA, and performed by Jung Kook of BTS on the opening day of the Qatar World
Cup has received enormous love. He was joined on stage by Fahad Al Kubaisi and the power-packed performance won
millions of hearts.
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21 Savage Does Something For Drake, New Record ‘Rich Flex’
Has Brought Out The True Potential Of The Rappers

If you are a fan of hip-hop and rap,
then a piece of good news for you
would be the release of 'Her Loss'.
The collaborative album of Drake
and 21 Savage, the two most
talented and influential rappers of
this generation has dropped and its
opening track is making quite a
noise in social media and the
charts! Starting from the intro of
the track to the two separate verses
by two rappers, the song is the
ultimate banger that you can blast
at your party. The track, ‘Rich Flex’
is everything you can understand
by the title and its meaning, and
carries the true essence of this
generation’s hip-hop music genre.

The song starts with Drake asking 21
Savage to drop the 'Rich Flex' on their
exes and other people who stay around
them, pretending both of these rappers
are some dudes that can be messed with.
The beats and the flow of the track are
something that really captivates the
audience which changes throughout the
entire track. Another interesting thing
about the track is that the flow
completely changes when the verses
change. The beat drop in midway
through the track adds an extra flavor to
the track. The rap verses are extremely
well-written and peak by reflecting the
entire emanating of the album's name,
'Her Loss'. It indicates that the real loss
is for the women who have left both

rappers on a sarcastic note.

The song also brings out the
confident sides of the rappers, as
their vocals sound confident more
than ever. 

This is the opening track of the
album which contains 16 full-
length tracks. Some of the other
tracks of the album are, 'On BS',
'Privileged Rappers', 'Hours In
Silence', 'Major Distribution', etc.
You can listen to the album on all
major music platforms like Spotify,
YouTube, Apple Music, Amazon
Music, etc.
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'Bad Habits' Sets a New Milestone for Steve Lacy as It Becomes
a Global Favorite

2022 has been a year of surprises
for 24-years old singer and
songwriter Steve Lacy with his song
‘Bad Habits’ breaking first place
after his first album ‘Apollo XXI’
(2019) made him a bona fide
Grammy nominee for Best Urban
Contemporary Album at the 62nd
Annual Grammy Awards in 2020.

The song which came out on 29
June 2022, became a mainstream
breakthrough for the artist. It soon
ranked #1 on the Billboard Hot 100
list and became the first song ever
to top the charts of all three
genres: Hot Rock & Alternative
Songs, Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs,
and Hot R&B Songs.

The song first debuted at #100 and then
climbed its way up to #1. It also won
him nominations for two awards at the
Grammys: Record of the Year and Song
of the Year. The artist explains that the
song speaks volumes about his journey
of finding himself, and the truth of his
personal life bleeds through in the
lyrics. The lyrics are composed in a
conversational manner, which the artist
explains is how he talks to his friends
when he is venting.

The most appealing factor about the
song is the 2000s vibe that it exuberates.
The music video is also extremely
endearing as the artist thoroughly
enjoys himself throughout the song.The
second single from his album

‘Gemini Rights’, ‘Bad Habits' is a
chiming guitar ballad of the could-
haves and should-haves of the
artist’s reflection after he failed to
pursue a relationship because he
was unsure about the other
person’s feelings and was afraid
that he might get rejected.

This self-doubt has been
beautifully portrayed in the song by
adding a peppy and humorous vibe
to the entire track. He ensures that
the song remains relatable to his
audience. This brilliant number is
available on YouTube, where
listeners can also check out Steve
Lacy’s other songs like ‘Dark Red’
and ‘Static’.
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David Guetta and Bebe Rexha Got a Vast Response on TikTok
for the Song 'I'm Good (Blue)'

The globally renowned artist David
Guetta and Bebe Rexha is creating a
sensation with their creation ‘I’m
Good (Blue)’. A small part of it went
viral on the video-hosting platform
TikTok. This song has a lot of
similarities with the old song Tom
Odell’s ‘Another Love’ or the
Walters’ ‘I Love You So’. It has
gained so much recognition from
all because it has the essence of the
legendary songs. They have taken
the initiative of making a modern
version of ‘Blue (Da Ba Dee)’ by the
Italian outfit Eiffel 65.

Rexha starts singing ‘I’m good and
I’m feeling alright. Baby, I’m gonna
have the best f*****g night of my

life’. Her voice over the keyboard riff has
added a whole different vibe, as she
continued singing ‘And wherever it takes
me, I’m down for the ride. Baby, don’t
know I’m good and I’m feeling alright’.

At first, they didn’t even officially
release the song on any platform. They
just showed a bit of the song on TikTok
and started getting a huge response
from the audience. The singer Bebe
Rexha said ‘I have no idea how it made
it to TikTok but I love it!’. She has also
added ‘It’s nostalgic to when I was
younger…Listening to Eiffel 65’s
original song and it was just a fun record
that we put together naturally’.

The EDM artist David Guetta
played the song at the Miami EDM
festival in 2017 and a month ago he
said ‘We recorded this demo with
@BebeRexha few years ago’. He
also said ‘I played for the first time
at Ultra in 2017. TikTok Magic
makes it trend for few weeks now.
Should we release it?’.
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Sam Smith's Hottest Release Yet: 'Unholy' With Kim Petras Is
Making Waves In The Industry

If you are on social media, scrolling
through Instagram and Tik Tok, it
is impossible to not notice reels
and videos on the track 'Unholy'.
This is Sam Smith and the German
artist, Kim Petras' latest single
which is already on social media
famous and has become one of the
biggest records of the second half
of 2022. Before its debut, it has
created enough buzz in the social
media platforms when the singer
first teased the track which has
definitely helped the track secure a
position in the charts.

Now that the track has debuted on
the Hot 100 songs track list in the
3rd position, Sam Smith and Kim

Petras have become the first trans and
nonbinary artists to have ever topped
the Billboards.

The song has already become the
youth's favorite and you will not find
someone who has not ever listened to at
least one line of the track. Part of the
reason why the track is gaining in
popularity with each day going is that
the track is completely unexpected from
Smith. The track is sexy, sultry, and
menacing, something you will never
think Smith will be delivering. The video
also helped the track establish itself for
commercial success. On the other hand,
for Kim Petras, the track is not far from
her discography.The vocals in the track
take it to  another level and completely

 matches the teasing lyrics. Both
artists have given exceptional
performances on the track which
did not go unnoticed in the music
video. The upbeat music filled with
dark undertones in the track
complements the lyrics well.

The heavy bass, intense beats, and
enchanting background vocals
make the song far more
captivating, and once you have
listened to it., you will not be able
to remove it from your
consciousness anytime soon.

Listen to the track on all major
music streaming platforms and
watch the video on YouTube.
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Why Taylor Swift's 'Anti-Hero' Is Rooting Deep Inside Every
Listener's Heart

The lead single of Taylor Swift’s
latest album Midnights, ‘Anti-Hero’
is currently buzzing at the no.1
spot on the Billboard Hot100 while
dominating all the other social
media platforms such as Instagram
and TikTok. The song has also
generated more than 63 million
views on YouTube and the count is
increasing daily. However, it is not
just about its ‘record-breaking’
records but the message that the
songstress wanted to convey
through this single.

Starting from the catchphrase of
"I'm the problem, it's me" to the
deep insecurities that most young
people go through; the song speaks
for all. All those insecurities are
part of everyone’s life which makes
this song a common thread to
connect with everyone.

In a recent post on Instagram, Taylor
Swift said about ‘Anti-Love’, "one of my
favorite songs I've ever written,". She
further suggestedthat the song "is a
guided tour throughout all the things I
tend to hate about myself."

Written by co-producer Jack Antonoff
and the singer herself, the track starts
with "I have this thing where I get older
but just never wiser." Not only the
millennial, but this feeling has struck
many other audiences around the world.
Not only the Swifties but all kinds of
music lovers seem to get hooked with
the chorus "It's me, hi/ I'm the problem
it's me".

Expressing the dark side of self-hatred
through the echoes of shame and self-
loathing attributes, the song expresses
the lonelier side of this generation or
lifestyle where most people are lonely

 and judging themselves. 

The conflict between self-
acceptance and being an impostor
to self is well represented through
the song as well as the well-
designed music video.

Dealing with a lot of other trauma
and insecurities of young people,
Taylor Swift has gifted another
anthem for the youth to embrace
themselves; their true selves.
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Padma
Bhushan
Udit
Narayan
Proves His
Music Aged
Like Fine
Wine With
His
Performance
In Dubai
Renowned King of melody Padma
Bhushan Udit Narayan, along with
his team, drops an unforgettable
performance on November 2 in the
Media City auditorium 'The
Agenda', as crowds crammed in to
see him perform. The immense
crowd stood as witness to the
popularity and love that he still
inspires in fans. The entire show
was a treat to Bollywood music
lovers. A grand orchestra that
suited the occasion was arranged
and accompanied the singer
throughout.

As Narayana took the stage, the
crowd jumped and cheered him on.
The musical star, whose popularity
soared in the 90s, brought in a
fresh wave of familiarity and
nostalgia as he dropped back-to-

back performances of his
immortal and most revered songs.
The singer was accompanied by
his wife Deepa Narayan, and his
son was also a part of the
audience. The compère for the
grand event was the RJ Abhijeet,
the immensely popular RJ of
Dubai Radio 89.1 FM, who shone
bright with his powerful and
seductive voice.

The event began with Udit taking
the stage to introduce himself and
his family. He spoke of the
hardships that had come his way
in order to reach the glory that he
has achieved today, and how he
began his career with nothing but
his talent to support him. He
expressed his gratitude to Amir
Khan 'Saab', whose movies stood
as the pinnacle of glory for his
songs, especially the ones from
'Qayamat Se Qayamat Tak'. He
also expressed his gratitude to the
major music producers like A. R.
Rahman for 'Lagaan', Rajesh
Roshan for 'Kaho Na Pyar Hai' and
also Anu Malik, and actors whose
voices he backed in their films like
Salman Khan and Shah Rukh Khan
( his movies 'Darr' and 'Kuch Kuch

Hota Hai' won his music enormous
fame and glory). He then went on to
talk about his association with
artistic legends like Lata
Mangeshkar, the duo Kalyanji-
Anandji, Kishore Kumar, Rafi Saab,
Bappi Lahiri, and Yash Chopra.

Udit began his show with the
beloved songs from the movie
'Qayamat Se Qayamat Tak' and
flowed into super hit tracks like
'Janam Dekh Lo' from 'Veer Zara',
and other singles from films like
Hum Dil De Chuke Sanam, Lagaan,
Kaho Na Pyar Hai, and Darr.

He also sang a couple of duets with
his wife and he sang the song 'Akele
Hum Akele Tum' with his song. The
show was a melodious gig of 3 hours
and enthralled fans who swayed,
cheered, clapped, and grooved to the
well-known and admired tracks. At
the end of his performance, the
revered artist was seen expressing
his gratitude to the fans and even
knelt on the floor.

The show was organized by
Signature Events, Dubai, and was
supported by labels like Sonymax,
89.1 FM, and Gulf News.
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BTS's Jin
Joins Forces
with PSY after
Offering a
Stellar
Performance
with 'The
Astronaut'
Jin has been creating a huge buzz
in the music industry as well as
among K-pop fanatics with his first
ever solo single album, ‘The
Astronaut’ released on October 28.
After the song was released, it
received a massive response from
listeners around the world. With
his meandering vocals and
charming persona, it is safe to say
that the artist is capable of winning
everyone’s hearts with his musical
aura.
This debut is the first solo project
by Jin out of the band. The track is
already ranking at the top of the
United Kingdom’s Official Charts as
well as making a notable entry at
No. 61 on the Official Singles Chart.
The singer has also earned the
second position on the Official
Singles Sales and the Official
Singles Downloads Charts. While
he is not the only BTS number who
is making huge progress in his solo
career; Jin is definitely making his
work more worthwhile.
While the Youngest BTS member,
Jungkook has already impressed
the world with his song ‘Left and
Right’, an amazing collaboration
project with Charlie Puth. ‘The
Astronaut’ is the third highest song

 by any Korean Artist to be
featured in the list, after
BLACKPINK’s member Rosé’s ‘On
The Ground taking’ has possessed
the second spot with the No. 43
debut.

Currently, Jin is looking forward to
joining team with industry
veteran artist PSY who has
captivated the world with some of
his peppy hits like ‘Gangnam
Style’, ‘Gentleman’, ‘That That’,
etc many others. ‘That That’ has
been produced and featured by
another BTS member SUGA.

Jin has returned from his
Argentina tour where he offered a
remarkable performance with
Coldplay for the track ‘That That
That’ which is co-written and
composed by the band. The
musical concert took place at the
Music of the Spheres concert stop
in Buenos Aires and the crowd
seemed to be immensely happy
with Jin’s presence.

Even though he is doing multiple
promotions right now alongwith
concerts and solo projects, the
artist has submitted a notice to
cancel his delay of military

enlistment in order to make him
eligible for the draft notice.
‘The Astronaut’ is perhaps the most
anticipated K-pop project which sold
over 434,860 copies in the first week
of its release. Stay tuned to know
more about Jin’s upcoming musical
projects.
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‘Black Panther: Wakanda
Forever – Music From and
Inspired By’ is the complete
soundtrack of the movie
that was released a day
before the movie hits the
global theaters.

now, and is available on
every major music platform.
With a clock time of 1 hour
and 6 minutes, this
soundtrack is creating a
statement in the music
industry as well as in the
hearts of Marvel fanatics.
The album is comprised of a
total of 20 tracks and each
of them is a musical
masterpiece.

While each song makes
listeners and fans miss King
T’Challa or Chadwick
Boseman even more, the
soundtrack also offers a fair
amalgamation of cultural
mix. There is emotion,
there is power, there is
darkness as well as a punch
of optimism that
channelizes through
everyone.

Starting from Rihanna’s
epic comeback in the music
industry in 2016 to
Stormzy, Rema, Fireboy
DML, Tobe Nwigwe, Future,
E-40, Burna Boy,
PinkPantheress, and many
others; this album is filled
with some of the best
musical contributions from
various artist.

Whether it is Rihanna’s
heart-wrenching track ‘Lift
Me Up’ in tribute to
Chadwick or Tems’ latest
rendition of Bob Marley’s
‘No Woman No Cry’, the
soundtrack is emotive. 

4.8/5
By Daily Music Roll

‘BLACK PANTHER:
WAKANDA FOREVER’S

COMPLETE SOUNDTRACK
IS A CULTURAL
MASTERPIECE

!  !  !  !  " 

However, there are also uplifting and upbeat songs such
as ‘Love & Loyalty’, ‘La Vida’, and many others.
Dynamic, engaging, and going beyond the lingual
barriers; this soundtrack is one of the best among all
the movie soundtracks of Marvel and every MCU fan
would agree with that.

The soundtrack is produced by Ludwig Göransson, Ryan
Coogler, Archie Davis, and Dave Jordan and their united
effort reflect in this project. They have spent more than
2,500 hours of recording to create this soundtrack

across six studios in five
countries and three
continents.

Göransson said “Ryan and I
talked about the
importance of creating an
immersive journey of sound
and voice.” The producer
further said, “If we used a
song in the film, we wanted
it to be the entire song, and
to be connected to the
story.

Thematically, we wanted to
move the audience from
grief to celebration. When
you listen to the
soundtrack, you can close
your eyes and relive the
experience of the movie.
That was the intention.”

Quite evidently, they are
successful with their goal
and this cinematic musical
masterpiece is currently
revolving at the epitome of
everyone’s attention.

The album ‘Black Panther:
Wakanda Forever – Music
From and Inspired By’ is
currently streaming on
Spotify and Apple Music as
the movie globally hits the
theaters on November 11.
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SWIFT SWEEPS 6 AWARDS AT AMA 2022;
OTHERS FOLLOW CLOSE BEHIND

The winners of AMAs this year included those like Beyonce, Harry
Styles, and BTS, with Taylor Swift as the biggest champion,
winning all six awards she was nominated for.

With this year's edition of the American Music Awards (AMAs)
being handed out live at 8 p.m. on Sunday, 20 November, fans and
music lovers around the world have dished out a clear-cut view of
their preferences. The grand event, compèred by Wayne Brady,
highlighted some of the biggest winners of the night like Taylor
Swift, BTS, and Harry Styles.

The AMA nominees, like the Billboard Music Awards, were chosen
based on fan interactions with music, such as radio airplay, record
and song sales, tour grosses, and streaming performance. Fans
voted for their favorite artists online. Some of the categories were
announced earlier that day through Livestream on Twitter and
Discord at 11 a.m. (Pacific). The highest number of nominations -
eight- was brought in by artist Bad Bunny, followed closely by
Beyonce, and then there were Drake and Taylor Swift with 6 each.
Close behind them were The Weeknd, Harry Styles, and Adele
with five each.

The biggest winner of the night turned out to be Taylor Swift,
winning all six AMAs that she had been nominated for and was
voted the 'Artist of the Year'. She won awards for being the
'Favorite Female Pop Artist ' and 'Favorite Female Country Artist'.
Her previous year's re-recorded version of 'Red' won her the
awards for 'Favorite Pop Album' as well as for 'Favorite Country
Album'. From the same album, 'All Too Well' won her the award for
'Favorite Music Video"

Among other winners of the night were
Beyonce, Harry Styles, BTS and Kendrick Lamar.
Styles was awarded with the 'Favorite Pop Song'
for 'As It Was' and was also voted 'Favorite Male
Pop Artist', while Morgan Wallen took home the
award for the 'Favorite Male Country Artist' and
for the 'Favorite Country Song' with 'Wasted On
You'.

The other artist-led award categories included
Dove Cameron as 'New Artist Of The Year',
Coldplay as Favorite Touring Artist', Dan + Shay
as 'Favorite Country Duo Or Group, Yahritza Y
Su Esencia as Favorite Latin Duo Or Group,
Marshmello as Favorite Dance/Electronic Artist
and so on. Making a mark in the American
Music Industry were BTS as 'Favorite Pop Duo
Or Group'- their fourth consecutive win in the
category. It also made them the first to achieve
such a streak. They also won the first-ever award
for Favorite K-Pop Artist.
In the arena of genre-centric categories with
gender divisions, Lamar, Nicki Minaj, Chris
Brown and Beyoncé, Bad Bunny, and Anitta's
names shone through. Moreover, the 2022
AMAs featured three new awards: 'Favorite Rock
Song' given to Måneskin for 'Beggin'', 'Favorite
Rock Album' was given to Ghost for 'Impera',
and 'Favorite Afrobeats Artist' was given to
Wizkid.
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Apple Music Has Revealed its Top Music and Listeners Chart in
2022

It is almost at the end of the year
and Apple Music has revealed its
top chart for music and listeners’
choices in 2022. Justin Bieber’s hit
single with The Kid Laroi, ‘Stay’
topped Apple Music's global song
chart in 2022. Based on the most
listened-to tunes by the users on
the platform and stream count, the
chart is created to reflect the most
favorite tracks by the listeners.
‘Stay’ which has already topped the
Billboard Hot 100 for many weeks is
dominating Apple Music's global
chart by staying at the top for 51
days in a row. It is followed by Elton
John and Dua Lipa's ‘Cold Heart
(PNAU Remix)’ at no. 1 on the
streamer's Shazam chart. On the
other hand, ‘We Don't Talk About
Bruno’ from Encanto is the song
with the most-read lyrics in 2022
on Apple Music.
On the top 100 charts, there were
other tracks like ‘As It Was’ by
Harry Styles, Future’s collaboration
with Drake and Tems ‘Wait For U’,
‘Super Gremlin’ by Kodak Black,
Adele’s ‘Easy on Me’, ‘Heat Wave’
by

Glass Animals and the list goes on.
There are a total of 32 hip-hop bangers
in the top 100 along with 23 pop singes
and 11 R&B projects.

There is a rise in global musical
influence as the listeners are quite keen
on non-English-language tunes. The
Shazam chart shows ample African
tracks as well as Japanese tracks which
are making big gains on the charts like
the global daily 100 and most-read
lyrics.

The global head of editorial on the
platform, Rachel Newman said, “It’s
really the rise of what was once very
niche genres creeping into the
mainstream, which is an exciting new
development on the platform.” There
are 21 non-English tracks in total on the
global Top 100 which is alomost double
than last year.

Around 55 Latin track racks have
reached the Global Daily Top 100 in
2022 along with 6 Japanese pop tracks
that reached the top 10. Considering the
results of 2021, this is a huge rise for
global music. Bad Bunny has become the

Artist of the year with ‘Un Verano
Sin Ti’, the most streamed Latin
album on the platform in 2022.

Apple Music Replay has added a
new feature that allows superfans
to discover whether they are in the
top 100 listeners of their favorite
music artists or even genres.
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Migos
Member
Takeoff
Shot Dead
Over A Dice
Game At
Bowling
Alley
American rapper Takeoff was
fatally shot to death at a bowling
alley in Houston, Texas, The
incident took place on Tuesday at
nearly around 2:30 am. The rapper
was declared dead at the scene.

Takeoff was one of the prime
members of Migos, the famous
American rap group that enriched
the hip-hop industry. This
Grammy-nominated group hails
from Atlanta and has BET Awards
for Best Group.

According to the report, the
shootout happened after an
altercation that took place over a
dice game. Someone at the scene
open fired at Takeoff and the police
are still investigating.

However, no names of the suspects
have been revealed yet. One of the
eyewitnesses said that Takeoff was
shot "either in the head or near his
head" which made it even more
critical for him to survive. The
rapper was only 28 years old.

Another report stated that there
were about 50 people present at
the bowling alley when the
shooting happened. Two of them
got injured during the scene and
were taken to the local hospital
for treatment.

A few hours before the shooting
took place, Takeoff posted a photo
of himself at the Bowling Alley
through Instagram Story. On the
previous day, the rapper dropped
the music video of his latest song
‘Messy’ according to the report.

Takeoff was born on June 18,
1994. He was best known for the
trip hip-hop group Migos which
was established along with his
uncle Quavo and his first cousin
Offset. Offset is the husband of
rap queen Cardi B. Migos and has
been reigning in the industry for
quite a long time since their viral
hit track ‘Versace’, released in
2013. The song was later remixed
by Drake and got more attention
from worldwide listeners.

The trio was managed by hip-hop
powerhouse Coach K who is
known as the most influential
person for bringing contemporary

Southern trap into the music
industry. This popular rap sub-genre
became mainstream after that.

Migos released their debut album
"Yung Rich Nation" in 2015 and it
was featured at the top of the
Billboard top albums. Soon they
dropped another album titled
‘Culture’ which became an instant
hit.

Takeoff is no more and the fans are
still trying to cope with the loss
along with the hip-hop music
industry. However, he will live
eternally through priceless hip-hop
creations.
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Bad Bunny
Is Declared
the Artist of
the Year
2022 on
Apple
Music
2022 is about to end soon and
various music-streaming platform
has been summing up all the hits
that the years have witnessed on
their platforms. And according to
the Awards organized by Apple
Music, there were three winners
last year, Olivia Rodrigo, H.E.R, and
The Weeknd. But the numbers are
distinctively different. There is only
one name as the Artist of the year,
and the award went to the one and
only Bad Bunny.

This gigantic music-streaming
platform handed over the award for
the artist of the year on Wednesday.
The credit goes to his last album
'Un Verano Sin Ti', the album has
become Apple Music’s most
streamed album of 2022. It was also
the most popular Latin album of
this year.

Apple's vice president of Apple
Music and Beats, Oliver Schusser
said in a statement, "We're thrilled
to celebrate the unmatched
achievements of Bad Bunny, whose
influence on every corner of culture
could not be ignored in 2022."

He continued, “Watching Bad

Bunny ascend from an Apple
Music Up Next artist in 2018 to
our Artist of the Year this year has
been nothing short of
extraordinary. We congratulate
him on his record-breaking year
and for continuing to bring Latin
music to a massive global
audience.”

Bad Bunny has gained the crown
for the collective success of
'Moscow Mule' and his album. He
has logged 22 of his numbers on
the global Daily top 100 list. His
songs have become the biggest hit
in various countries.

While showing his honor for the
award Bad Bunny said, “When I
started, I didn’t have a global fan
base,” he continued, “I’m grateful
for everything I’ve accomplished
and everything I’ve experienced.
The Latin music movement has
grown so much. I would never take
full credit or say, ‘It’s because of
me.’ No, it’s every one of us. A
whole generation. Our energy and
presence are always felt.” 

He ended by saying, “Thank you to
Apple Music and to all the people
who listen to my music every day.
I'm super happy!”

The exhilarating music releases of
Bad Bunny have taken over the
prestigious La Fórmula playlist. His
tracks like ‘Myke Towers’, ‘Rauw
Alejandro’, ‘Mora’, and ‘Jhayco’,
along with other numbers have
gained him this award.
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EVERYTHING THAT NEEDS TO KNOW ABOUT
VIOLIN PRODIGY KAROLINA PROTSENKO

This is the girl who has taken the internet by storm with her
brilliant violin skills a few years back. In the streets of Santa
Monica, a girl of 11 years old is playing violin and being cheered
by the entire crowd. This charming scene was the first thing
people fell in love with and no sooner her violin skills started to
get viral repeatedly. Not just a child prodigy soon she became a
social media influencer, YouTube content creator, vlogger,
performer, and entrepreneur in this industry.

Who is Karolina Protsenko?

She is a Ukrainian origin violin player, and she has been learning
violin since she was really young. Since her lessons started but her
zest for playing violin came to its glory in 2017, and after that she
was unstoppable. Soon after that people started uploading her
videos of playing the violin. And one after the other her videos
were going viral, this was the time the world came to know about
this child prodigy of the violin. Being young her passion for
playing the violin can be seen profoundly in those videos.

Ethnicity and family:

The child prodigy was born in Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine on the
3rd of October,2008. By the time she was 6 years old, in 2015 she
and her family moved to the United States. She is the eldest child
of her father Nikolay Protsenko and mother Ella Protsenko. She
belongs to a musical family as both of her parents, Nikolay and
Ella, play guitar and piano. Apart from her, she has two younger
brothers.

Location, School:

After she moved from Kyiv at an age of 6 she
along with her family started to live in Simi
Valley, California. And presently she is living
there with her musician parents. As per the
vlogs, she has uploaded she is studying in one of
the local private schools in California. In 2015
she also started taking her first violin lessons
from her music teacher Mr. Sam Fischer.

Busking Journey:

Of all of the places, her favorite location to
perform was the 3rd Street Promenade of Santa
Monica. She performed there for the open crowd
for quite some time. It was a really rare thing to
see that a girl that young have already mastered
the art of playing violin. Soon she was named
the busking sensation by Daniele Vitale from
Italy after the entire of Europe was mesmerized
to see her performances.

The Ellen Show:

Later on, she appeared in The Ellen Show in
2019. In that show she expressed her wish to
have a puppy and she has been saving the
money from the busking bucket tip jar to get
one soon. By the end of her performance in the
show, Ellen dropped quite a large amount o
money. She played the violin cover of the Post
Malone song, ‘Sunflower’.

YouTube:

About 4 years ago, she started her YouTube
Journey by consuming the titanic number ‘My
Heart Will Go On'. Soon, she joined YouTube
officially and she started making videos of her
playing the violin and releasing them. In no
time she has gathered more than a few million
people from around the world, who liked her
videos. Being trained classically she didn’t take
a lot of time to learn the pop numbers on her
violin. She so far has three YouTube channels
one is for her vlogging videos, another is for her
violin covers song, and another is for her voice
cover numbers. Her best violin cover songs
include songs like ‘Despacito’, ‘Love Me Like
You
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Do', ‘Memories’, ‘Shallow’, ‘Believer’, ‘Diamonds’, ‘Shape Of You’, ‘Never Enough’, ‘Fight Song’, ‘Someone You Loved’,
‘Can’t help Falling in Love’, and many other extremely popular pop numbers.

Collaborations:

She has collaborated with various instrumental artists; a lot of professionals have worked with her and appreciated
her passion and skills. She has released a collaborative CD with Italian Saxophonist, Daniele Vitale.

Followers:

Right after she started her online journey many people were invested in her craft and the number of her followers
started increasing with each passing day. Her YouTube channels have over 6.96 million subscribers. Her Instagram
handle has 940K followers.

Net Worth:

Being a 15-year-old girl, her net worth is already $1.5 million. Both of her parents are very well-known musicians.
Her works are being conveyed to the world profoundly and people are loving these charming videos of her.
She is young and her talent is great and will continue to grow with time. The heights of success she has reached by
her 14th Birthday have humbled her and also showcased the possibilities she has for her future. She has a lifetime
ahead of her and it seems that soon her face is going to be influencing more people are continue to win the hearts of
people from around the world.
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TOP 8 ONLINE MUSIC STREAMING
PLATFORMS THAT OFFER HIGH-RES AUDIO

QUALITY
The music industry is continually growing with an increasing
number of musical content and music artists. Another element
that has become significantly important for both the listeners and
the artist is the online music streaming platforms. While these
platforms offer endless access to various kinds of music around
the world in exchange for a nominal monthly fee; not every music
platform works in a similar way or offers the same quality of
music.

There are multiple music streaming platforms available online but
not all of them offer that exceptional listening experience. Based
on the clarity and quality of music, a list of the top 8 music
streaming platforms is given below.

8. iHeartRadio
This Radio platform stands out among all since allows one to
listen to free radio stations online. However, it does not have a
wide and dynamic catalog of streamable music collections. One of
the best parts of this platform is that it offers concert recordings
which are very appealing to audiophiles. It offers a concert-like
musical appearance through your earphones.

7. YouTube Music

Similar to Google Play Music, YouTube music also focuses on each
user’s activity to recommend the exact songs they would like.
YouTube Music streams at 256kbps which is not very appealing
and also it does not come with a hi-res option to switch. However,
one this that makes this platform stand out is its intelligent
algorithm that utilizes the time and location of the person and

suggests exactly what they are looking for. It
also lets users find songs based on the lyrics.

6. Amazon Music Unlimited

This is a new emerging music streaming
platform in the market which is still catering to
the attention of global listeners. Though it is
not as popular as Spotify and SoundCloud, it is
one of the cheapest music streaming options
available on the platform. The price gets even
lower for Amazon Prime Users. The platform
offers an HD service with a CD quality bitrate of
up to 24bit 192kHz streaming. The music
catalog is still limited but it is continuously
growing.

5. SoundCloud
SoundCloud has been reigning in the market for
many years now and it is all because of its
highly affordable plans. Emerging music artists
can easily upload their music on this platform at
a relatively low cost. Thus, it promotes rising
talents. However, the platform’s limitation is set
at 256kbps AAC which is the standard level for
most other music platforms. However, the
quality can improve with the monthly
subscription plan.

4. Spotify
Spotify is currently the most dominant music
platform across the world due to its accessibility
and huge selection of songs. However, the
platform streams at a maximum AAC 320 kbps
even for the paid and premium packages. The
sound quality on the platform is perhaps not
that appealing but its curation and
recommendations are definitely engaging.
Tailored to each listener's individual liking,
Spotify keeps suggesting songs. Spotify Hi-Fi
will be coming soon to offer hi-res music for
everyone.

3. Apple Music

Apple Music is the favorite streaming platform
for many and mostly their iOS user. However,
this dynamic music platform is compatible with
all kinds of electronic devices. It also allows
syncing other members such as friends and
family under the same plan. As far as the audio
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quality is concerned, Apple Music streams music at 256 kbps which is not that bad for a regular listener. However,
audiophiles might catch the difference in quality. Even though its audio quality is not remarkable, the platform
excels in its interface and recommendation algorithms.

2. Deezer:

Deezer utilizes the FLAC audio codec in order to play high-fidelity sound just like professional studios. It offers a Hi-
Fi membership option that allows you to play 1,411 kbs lossless audio at 16-bit, similar to original CDs. Perhaps the
sound quality is not the finest but Deezer’s pricing system is definitely cheaper than most other platforms. It is
highly affordable for all kinds of listeners. The platform also offers a free trial service for newcomers to have a better
idea of the track.

1. Tidal:

If you are looking for the best sound quality, Tidal is the best option to proceed with. Focused on its sound quality,
the platform offers a lossless audio experience, unlike any other streaming platform. The platform comes with a
standard option with a balance between data usage and sound fidelity. However, upgrading to the master package
with a fast internet connection can provide unbroken sound quality with the highest possible streaming quality that
any platform can provide. It Hi-res package offers 9216kbps at 24 bits. Tidal uses a breakthrough audio codec called
Master Quality Authenticated (MQA) that offers studio-quality music right through your earphones.

Online music streaming has become an integral part of daily life where listeners can have access to a variety of music
of various qualities as well. Check out the aforementioned platforms and enjoy each musical experience to opt for
what suits your ear and budget.
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Witness the
Most

Intriguingly
Written Track
‘Hetal Imeta’
Along With

Some
Flawless

Melodies In
Dina Lambarki
From some gripping narration to melodies, and upbeat
vibes, Dina Lambarki is all set to make you go crazy
with her recently released track. Nothing can beat her
charming ways while writing a number. She has been
one of the most popular artists showing a lot of
potential. ‘Hetal Imeta’ is one of the most impressively
narrated numbers which will share not just eclectic
musical vibes but also some intense musical variations.

DMR: Please accept our warmest welcome and
appreciation for your brilliant music video ‘Hetal
Imeta’. The melody of the song is extremely
impressive and relevant. And it was the most
ecstatic experience watching you in those elegant
dressed being in that vast desert. With hearty
congratulation, share something about your new
release.

Dina Lambarki: Amazing song which I wrote the lyrics

and sang the melody. I wrote it with my feelings and my
passions.

DMR: How does it feel to gain this much popularity
at this young age?

Dina Lambarki: It was amazing and the I felt I realized
my dream. People recognized me on the streets, I had
several tv shows, traveling to different countries. It was
like a new world, which I have dreamed on when I was a
kid.

DMR: From your music catalog which song is the
closest to your heart?

Dina Lambarki: Solitude, because it’s the first single
song and which started my solo journey and very
sensitive and with feelings.

DMR: You have been associated with a music group
but now you are working alone. How does it feel to
be an individual artist on this journey? And which
is more enjoyable to perform as a part of a group or
to have your solo career?
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Dina Lambarki: Alone is something very special, you
focus more on yourself, its only yourself to motivate
and being more independent.

DMR: Who is your musical inspiration?

Dina Lambarki: Justin Bieber, Ariana Grande

DMR: According to you how any aspiring artist can
survive in this journey?

Dina Lambarki: If somebody has a big dream they will
never stop. You just need keep going and follow your
dream. The music never has a an age.

DMR: Dina Lambarki, what are your future plans?
Have you already lined up some releases for the
next month or the wait for a new release is going to
be a long one?

Dina Lambarki: I have already produced my new song
‘’GHER ANA WIYAK’’ and its just waiting to be released
soon. Also I am already finished my second song which
will be recorded soon.

DMR: You have a musical origin and your family is
also a part of the music industry. Has that helped
you understand the demand of this journey or you
have been figuring it out yourself as you were
proceeding with your own journey?

Dina Lambarki: My father is folkloric singer and my

sister are also music orientated. So since I was a little
girl I was always playing and listening to my dad
Musical instruments and singing together.

DMR: Can you share the first or the most important
memory you have of music?

Dina Lambarki: Miley cyrus – party in the U.S.A –
adele someone like you – justin Bieber one less lonely
girl – katy perry- Firework , awesome songs about my
Memories . this songs remind me of high school days
with my friends and a dream to become one day singer .

DMR: What is the first name that comes to your
mind you hear the phrase “Dream collaboration”?

Dina Lambarki: Justin Bieber

DMR: Are there any events that you will be
performing in the upcoming months?

Dina Lambarki: Yes, will be in different countries.
Which will be informed very soon. Stay tuned for
updated

DMR: Is there anything you would say about
dedicating your audience?

Dina Lambarki: Thank you for your support and love,
since the beginning of my career.

O IV

KarinLamiani
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JENIFER LOPEZ HAD A BEAUTIFUL TIME
PERFORMING WITH SHAKIRA AT THE SUPER

BOWL
Jenifer Lopez has recently shared her experience of performing
together with the popular singer Shakira at the 2020 Super Bowl.
She has expressed that sharing the same stage with Shakira for
such a big event is ‘a beautiful thing’. There is a big reason for it
that they are ‘both moms and both Latinas...not exactly what you
would expect at the Superbowl halftime show’.

Jenifer Lopez has done a Netflix documentary film known as
‘Halftime’. And in that documentary movie, she said getting two
big artists for the headline spot in a music event is one of the
worst ideas. But she didn’t personally address anything about
Shakira. Her manager Benny Medina has precisely made that
clear. Medina also said that because they both are Latinas that’s
why she doesn’t think it’s a great idea.

He has stated previously ‘Typically, you have one headliner at a
Super Bowl… That headliner constructs a show, and, should they

choose to have other guests, that's their choice.

It was an insult to say you needed two Latinas
to do the job that one artist historically has
done’.

Along with that, he has also said that the
organizers have given six minutes to each of
them to perform. And this amount of time is
very short for such a big event. It is not like
every year they do the same. Previously it is
seen that they have given time for the act of
Lady Gaga and Gwen Stefani 13 and 14 minutes.
This kind of decision is also very much
upsetting.In the film, ‘Halftime’ Lopez said to
Shakira that ‘If it was going to be a double
headliner, they should have given us 20
minutes’. She really wanted to have her
moments while singing on such a big stage. She
wanted to show everyone that ‘I'm a mother and
I'm s**y. And I'm tough and I am vulnerable’.
She went on like ‘We're beautiful and strong and
happy and....you know what I mean? There's
nothing to be afraid of’.

But in the end, she said that it is one of the best
performances of her life, which she has done
with Shakira.
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